ELGi Equipments to Launch Energy Efficient Air-Compressor Models for Highly
Productive Granite and Marble Mining Operations
New Trolley-Mounted Compressor to be unveiled at India Stonemart 2019
ELGi Equipments (BSE: 522074 NSE: ELGIEQUIP), one of the world’s leading air-compressor
manufacturers, will participate in the 10th edition of India Stone Mart 2019, in Jaipur, Rajasthan. ELGi will
not only display its entire range of trolley-mounted compressors best suited for granite and marble mining
applications, but also unveil a brand new trolley-mounted compressor model - the PG75E-12.5. Also on
display, at stall number 21 and 22, will be ELGi’s PG550-200, PG450-200, PG22E – 7 and PG75E – 12.5
models.
ELGi’s portable compressors, renowned for their reliability and ruggedness, are available in single and twostage models. These compressors find wide range of application across the cable laying, blast hole drilling,
exploratory drilling, construction, coal and marble mining,
sandblasting, stone mining and crawler drilling. The portable
screw air compressors feature energy saving eta-V profile airends, resulting in significant savings in energy costs. Fitted
with international warranty engines, every ELGi portable air
compressor ensures better fuel economy and lower emissions,
all while providing uptime and durable performance at a low
cost of ownership, coupled with longer service intervals and
easy maintenance.
“ELGi has a legacy of providing reliable compressed air

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
Energy efficient
Highly reliable and work site friendly
Centralized control panel for ease of use
Easy manoeuvrability allows quick turns
and climbing slopes
• Large access doors for ease of
maintenance
• Tow bars designed for safe highway
running, with single and multi-axle tow
bar options
• Industrial grade steel and powder
coated canopy for maximum corrosion
protection and durability
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solutions to the mining industry for over four decades,” said
Mr. Ramesh Ponnuswami, Executive Director, ELGi. “Our compressors score high on reliability as they
deliver the required drilling rate to the drilling units, and are very fuel-efficient too. Since they have to
work in dusty areas and high ambient temperatures, every compressor has been fitted with pre-cleaners
and a filtration system that prevents dust from entering the compressor and the engines. With a robust
industrial grade steel enclosure and powder coated canopy, our compressors offer maximum corrosion
resistance and durability. ELGi’s portable compressors are manufactured locally and are therefore available
on-demand and provide for ease of use via our ELGi parts and product support through tailor made warranty
programs.”
India Stonemart 2019 is one of the largest international events focused on the Indian stone industry. The
event is expected to bring together various stakeholders from the industry including domestic and overseas
producers, exporters / importers, consumers and buyers, experts, technology providers, marble and granite
mining owners, processing units, traders under one umbrella.
About ELGi
Elgi Equipments Limited is a leading air compressor manufacturer with a broad line of innovative and
technologically superior compressed air systems. ELGi has earned worldwide distinction for designing
sustainable solutions that help companies achieve their productivity goals and keep the cost of ownership

low. ELGi offers a complete range of compressed air solutions from oil-lubricated and oil-free rotary screw
compressors, oil-lubricated and oil-free reciprocating compressors and centrifugal compressors, to dryers,
filters and downstream accessories. The company’s portfolio of over 400 products has found wide
application across industries. For further information on the organisation and its products, please visit
http://www.elgi.com

